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1.

Once you select your main area of interest, you will need to narrow your topic down to a researchable focus. While doing this, consider the following:
a. You can choose to focus on different participants (e.g. only teachers or only students) and their attitudes, beliefs, views and perceptions. For example, you
may decide to focus on ELT students’ views on the effectiveness of the Multiple Intelligences Theory in language classrooms. You can also do a
comparative study by collecting data from other departments and comparing the views of students on the same issue. The important point here is to
choose what you are interested in as well as from whose perspective.
b.

You can also choose to focus on a specific age/level/group of participants, such as university students, young learners, private schools, public schools, and
so on. This will also narrow your research down to a specific context.

c.

Find research studies that were done in the area of your interest and check out their conclusions. Research articles usually include “suggestions for further
research,” which tells you what has not been done before in this area.

